15 New York Shows You Need to See This June

Summer may bring a slowdown in the art world, but there’s still plenty to see at the city’s museums and galleries. Below, we share our picks for what you won’t want to miss in June, from Martine Syms’s solo museum debut at MoMA to Travis Boyer’s conceptual reimagining of the legacy of Mexican pop star Selena.
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Betty Parsons at Alexander Gray Associates
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Spanning Parsons’s six-decade career, this show takes it name from a phrase the artist coined in 1977, “the invisible presence,” referring to what she ultimately aimed to convey in her work. The legendary artist and gallerist’s thoughtful work spans large abstract paintings in vibrant hues; elegant wood assemblages; and charming travel sketches, watercolor vignettes depicting slices of life in Africa, Europe, Mexico, and Japan. —CL